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Abstract. For the first time we use a random walk methodology based
on time-dependent contrast functions to quantify the optical proper-
ties of breast tumors (invasive ductal carcinoma) of two patients. Pre-
viously this theoretical approach was successfully applied for analysis
of embedded objects in several phantoms. Data analysis was per-
formed on distributions of times of flight for photons transmitted
through the breast which were recorded in vivo using a time-domain
scanning mammograph at 670 and 785 nm. The size of the tumors,
their optical properties, and those of the surrounding tissue were re-
constructed at both wavelengths. The tumors showed increased ab-
sorption and scattering. From the absorption coefficients at both
wavelengths blood oxygen saturation was estimated for the tumors
and the surrounding tissue. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1427049]
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1 Introduction
Spectral imaging techniques using visible and near-infrare
radiation have been investigated for their potential to detec
abnormal regions~lesions! deeply embedded within normal
tissue. If successful, these techniques offer a variety of func
tional imaging modalities in addition to density imaging,
while they avoid ionizing radiation hazards.

One of the most challenging areas in which to apply dif-
fuse optical imaging of deep tissue is the human female
breast.1–6 It is clear that any new imaging or spectroscopic
modalities which can improve diagnostics of breast tumors o
can add new knowledge about the physiological properties o
the tumors and surrounding tissue will have significance in
medicine.

Conventional transillumination using continuous wave
~cw! light was used for breast screening several decades ag
However, because of the high amount of scattering of tissue
this method resulted in poor resolution.7,8 In the late 1980s,
time-resolved imaging techniques were proposed to enhanc
the spatial resolution by detecting photons with very shor
time of flight within the tissue.9–13 In this technique a short
laser pulse impinges upon the tissue. The photons transmitte
experience dispersion in their pathlengths, resulting in tempo
ral dispersion of their time of flight~TOF!.

To evaluate the performance of such time-resolved transil
lumination techniques, we used random walk theory~RWT!
on a lattice. Many physical and biological media are charac
terized by elements of randomness in both space and tim
The diffusion of light in highly turbid media such as tissue
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falls into this category. RWT is a powerful mathematic
method by which to describe such stochastic processes.
tails of the mathematical construct of RWT are presen
elsewhere.14

Our evaluation of time-resolved imaging showed that t
strong scattering property of tissue prevents high-quality
aging of abnormalities.15 Hence, devising theoretical con
structs to separate the effects of scattering from absorp
was proposed. This would allow one to map the optical co
ficients as spectroscopic signatures of an abnormal tissue
bedded in thick, otherwise normal, tissue. With this approa
accurate quantification of the size and optical properties of
target becomes a critical requirement for the use of opt
imaging at the bedside.

To relate the light intensity to the size, optical propertie
and location of abnormal targets in the tissue, we have ta
advantage of some features of our theoretical framework.
early time response is most dependent on scattering pertu
tions, whereas late time behavior is most dependent on
sorptive perturbations, thus allowing one to separate the in
ence of scattering and absorption perturbations on
observed image contrast. Our analysis differs from previ
work based on perturbation theory applied to the diffusi
approximation of the transport equation, because we mo
increased scattering in the abnormal target as a time de
The second interesting feature of our methodology is that
contrast from scattering inside the inclusion is proportiona
the cross section of the target~in the z direction!,16,17 instead

1083-3668/2002/$15.00 © 2002 SPIE
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Quantification of Optical Properties of a Breast Tumor . . .
of depending on the target’s volume as modeled in a pertur
bation analysis~see, e.g., Ref. 18!.

Several research groups intend to implement their theore
ical expressions in a general inverse algorithm for optical to
mography, i.e., to reconstruct three-dimensional maps of spa
tial distributions of the tissue’s optical characteristics19–27and
thereby quantify optical characteristics, positions, and sizes o
abnormalities. Unlike these approaches our method is a mu
tistep analysis of the collected data. From images observed
different times of flight, we construct the time-dependent con-
trast functions, fit our theoretical expressions to experimenta
data, and compute the optical properties of the backgroun
and those of the abnormality along with its size. A more de-
tailed outline of our data analysis was published earlier.16,17

By utilizing our method for different wavelengths, one can
obtain diagnostic information~for example, estimates of
blood oxygenation inside a tumor! from corresponding ab-
sorption coefficients that cannot be obtained directly from
other imaging techniques. An alternative theoretical model
applied recently to analysis of time-resolved optical data,6 is
based on formulas for the Fourier amplitude of the photon
density which were obtained from the diffusion model for the
case of a spherical inhomogeneity inside an infinite turbid
medium.28 Several research groups have already successful
used multiwavelength measurements, using frequency
domain techniques, to calculate physiological parameter
~oxygenation, lipid, and water content! of breast tumors~di-
agnosed with other modalities! and normal tissue~e.g., see,
Refs. 29–31!.

We have verified our methodology by applying it to two
transillumination and fan geometry data sets provided by col
laborators at University College, London. The data were ob
tained from an experimental phantom that had optical proper
ties, thickness, and characteristics of the embedded, relative
small, abnormal target that were similar to those measured i
a human breast.32 For both data sets, our approach yields val-
ues for the inclusion optical parameters that are close to th
nominal ones, and provides reasonable estimates of the incl
sion’s position and size.17,33 To improve the performance of
our algorithm, we have extended our analysis to nonlocalize
abnormalities and successfully applied the RWT approach t
quantification of the optical characteristics and dimensions o
larger inclusions~with increased scattering and/or absorption!
that were realized in the tissue-like phantoms of our collabo
rators at Politecnico di Milano.16

An important point in our theoretical construct is the as-
sumption of quadratic dependence of the scattering contra
amplitude on the size of the inclusion. Analysis16 of time-
resolved contrast functions obtained from experiments18 for
three similar, purely scattering inclusions that differ only in
size provided strong support for such a relationship.

Having successfully analyzed several independent phan
tom data sets, we demonstrated the robustness of our alg
rithm and have shown that the accuracy of our model does no
depend on any particular experimental design. The next im
portant step in the development of our RWT-based tissu
quantification methodology is an analysis of real clinical data
with tumors embedded inside normal tissue.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we presen
the theoretical model used to analyze time-resolved exper
mental data for tissue-like turbid media. In Sec. 3 an experi
-
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mental setup forin vivo transillumination breast measure
ments, using an optical mammograph of the Physikalis
Technische Bundesanstalt~PTB!, is briefly described.
Analysis of the time-resolved data within our theoretic
framework for two patients with breast tumors is presented
the Sec. 4. Estimates of the optical characteristics of the
mors and surrounding tissue are provided. Section 5 cont
a summary and a short discussion of future directions.

2 Theoretical Model
Random walk theory of photon migration in a turbid mediu
is based on two assumptions: the tissue continuum is repla
by a cubic lattice with a step size inversely proportional to t
scattering coefficient, and photons can move isotropically
tween adjacent lattice points. Relationships between dim
sionless RWT parameters and the corresponding phys
variables, necessary to analyze experimental data, are
established~see, Ref. 14!:

m→
ma

~0!

ms
~0!8

, n→ms
~0!8cDt, r→ r̄

ms
~0!8

A2
,

~1!

r→d
ms

~0!8

A2
, N→T

ms
~0!8

A2
11,

wherems
(0)8 is the transport-corrected background scatter

coefficient(ms
(0)85ms

(0)(12g) andg is the scatter anisotropy
factor!, ma

(0) is the background absorption coefficient,c is the
speed of light in the medium~mm/ps!, Dt is the photon time
delay ~ps!, r̄ is the distance variable~mm!, d is the lateral
displacement between the source and the detector~mm!, and
T is the thickness of the slab~mm!.

Our analysis of breast transillumination data used a mod
based calculation of intensity and the point spread funct
~PSF! of migrating photons visiting different sites at differen
planes inside a finite slab. The intensity,pn , is defined as the
probability that a photon inserted into the tissue at siter 0
5(0,0,0) is detected on itsnth step~i.e., a given time! at the
point of exit r5(x,0,N):34

pn~r 0,r !5
A3 exp~2@mn13x2/@2~n22!## !

2@2p~n22!#3/2

3 (
k52`

` FexpS 2
3@~2k11!N22#2

2~n22! D
2expS 2

3@~2k11!N#2

2~n22! D G . ~2!

The PSF,Wn , is defined as the probability that a photo
inserted into the tissue visits a given sites5(s1,0,s3) and is
detected afterward on itsnth step:15,35
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 81
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Wn~s,r ,r 0!5(
l 50

n

pl~r ,s!pn2 l~s,r 0!

5
9

16p5/2n3/2

3 (
k52`

`

(
m52`

`

$Fn@a1~k!,b1~m,r!#

1Fn@a2~k!,b2~m,r!#

2Fn@a1~k!,b2~m,r!#

2Fn@a2~k!,b1~m,r!#%, ~3!

where

a6~k!5$ 3
2@s1

21~s312kN61!2#%1/2,

b6~k,r!5$ 3
2@~r2s1!21~N2s312kN61!2#%1/2,

and

Fn~a,b!5S 1

a
1

1

bDexpF2
~a1b!2

n G .
It is worth noting that analysis of experimental data on

edge response functions for a number of tissue-like phantom
substantiates the RWT formulas for the widths of the time-
resolved PSFs which correspond to spatial resolution.15,36–38

To simplify the notations in all further equations we omit
the dependencies ofpn and Wn on the coordinates of the
points of photon insertion and exit. This is justified since the
relative positions of the source and detector are the same du
ing scanning, and the tissue slab is assumed to be quasiun
form, except for an abnormality. To deduce the optical prop-
erties of the background ‘‘normal’’ tissue we simply use sets
of functionspn .15,16 In the next step, comparison of the time-
dependent contrast observed in time-resolved transillumina
tion experiments and predictions of RWT, using the sets o
functionspn andWn gives an estimate of the size and optical
properties of the target.15,16 Within the random walk model
framework, for a relatively small~sizedi!T, whereT is the
slab thickness!, abnormally absorbing inclusion we represent
the inclusion by a set ofNa

3 independent absorbers located on
a cubic lattice with spacingds5A2/ms

(0)8 .16,17RWT formulas
for the absorptive component of time-resolved contrast, i.e.
the relative perturbation in intensity detected due to an ab
sorbing inclusion are as follows:

Ca~ x̄,z̄,Dt !'Na
3heff

Wn11@~ms
~0!8x̄/A2!,~ms

~0!8z̄/A2!#

pn
,

~4!

where x̄ is a shift of the source–detector axis relative to the
center of inclusion, z̄ is a depth of the inclusion,n
5ms

(0)8cDt is the number of steps corresponding to the time
delay Dt and heff is the effective absorptivity of an elemen-
tary absorber given by
82 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
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heff5
Dma

ms
~0!8

expS 2
Dmams

~0!8di
2

2 D , ~5!

whereDma5ma2ma
(0) is the absorption perturbation insid

the inclusion with respect to the background. The exponen
factor introduced on the right-hand side of the equation
heff is important when there is considerable additional abso
tion in the inclusion that reduces the effective photon intens
inside the inclusion compared to the unperturbed ‘‘zer
value of the intensity.

Taking into account thatNa
35(ms

(0)8/A2)3V and di
2

5V2/3, whereV is the inclusion volume for small inclusion
with small but nonzeroDma ~i.e.,t5DmaV2/3ms

(0)8/2<1) we
obtain

Ca~ x̄,z̄,Dt !'FVS ms
~0!8

A2
D 3G

3
Wn11@~ms

~0!8x̄/A2!,~ms
~0!8z̄/A2!#

pn

3expS 2
DmaV2/3ms

~0!8

2 D Dma

ms
~0!8

. ~6!

The exponential correction factor for nonlocalized absorpt
inclusions was recently verified by a set of Monte Carlo sim
lations and phantom measurements of the mean time spen
photons inside an inclusion(Dt).39

Increased scattering inside an inclusion results in an a
tional time delay,16,17

Dt5
di

2~ms82ms
~0!8!

2c
5

di
2Dms8

2c
, ~7!

so, for a purely scattering inclusion the contrast is given b

Csc~ x̄,z̄,Dt !

'
1

pn

dWn@~ms
~0!8x̄/A2!,~ms

~0!8z̄/A2!#

dn
U

n5cm
s
~0!8Dt

3cms
~0!8Dt5W̃~ x̄,z̄,Dt !Dt. ~8!

Csc( x̄,z̄,Dt) depends linearly on theslopeof the PSF@i.e.,
the time derivativeW̃( x̄,z̄,Dt)] of the PSF. Hence, as ha
been shown theoretically,16,17 the largest contrastCsc( x̄,z̄,Dt)
corresponds to the smallest available time delaysDt, where
even a small increase in the delayDt has a considerable effec
on the number of photons detected. On the other hand,
Dt.Dtmax @Dtmax corresponds to the maximum value~over
time! of the amplitude of the spatial PSF#, the contribution by
Csc( x̄,z̄,Dt) is negligible~this latter part of the data is used t
estimate the perturbation due to a change in absorption!.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the laser pulse mammograph.
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3 Experimental Setup
Recently a scanning laser pulse mammograph6 has been de-
veloped at the Physikalisch-Technische-Bundesanstalt in Be
lin ~see Figure 1! and set up at the Robert Roessle Hospital to
record time-resolved optical mammograms of patients. The
breast is slightly compressed between two glass plates. A sca
of the whole breast in a step size of 2.5 mm takes only a few
minutes, and can be done in mediolateral as well as in cran
iocaudal projections. Collinear geometry of a source–detecto
pair was realized in the measurements.

Our first goal was to quantify the optical parameters at two
wavelengths and thereby estimate blood oxygen saturation o
the tumor and surrounding tissue under the assumption th
the principal chromophores that contribute to absorption ar
oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin and water.40,41 It should be men-
tioned that recent experimental data42,43provide evidence of a
non-negligible contribution by lipids in breast tissue absorp-
tion of near-infrared light, especially for older women~the
lipid component of the breast tissue increases with age!. How-
ever, in the current analysis~with data available at only two
wavelengths! it is impossible to properly take into account the
variation in lipid absorption.

We analyzed the data sets, obtained at two wavelength
~670 and 785 nm! for two patients~No. 9, age 57 and No. 11,
age 84! with invasive ductal carcinoma. In the first case~pa-
tient No. 9, the thickness of the slightly compressed breas
was T571 mm!, 1980 time-resolved intensity distributions
were measured at each wavelength. For the second patie
~patient No. 11, the thickness of the slightly compressed
breast wasT582 mm! 1216 time-resolved intensity distribu-
tions at each wavelength were recorded. The data collectio
times amounted to 5 min~patient No. 11! and 8 min~patient
No. 9!. Both tumors can easily be seen in the corresponding
optical images shown in Figures 2~a! and 2~b!. These images
were obtained from reciprocal values of the total integrals o
the distributions of the photon’s time of flight, normalized to a
selected ‘‘bulk’’ area, as described in Ref. 6. The centers o
the tumors are located atx5220 mm, y520 mm and x
-

n

-
r

f
t

s

t

5250 mm, y52.5 mm, respectively. The dimensions of th
tumors estimated from histology after subsequent surg
were 40 mm3 35 mm3 30 mm ~patient No. 9! and 25 mm
3 15 mm3 15 mm ~patient No. 11!.

4 Data Analysis
Collectedin vivo data were processed in three stages. Firs
all, due to the relatively long duration of the laser pul
~;400 ps at 785 nm! and due to dispersion in the detectio
fiber bundle the time response function of the device is re
tively broad, and the raw intensity TOF distributions shou
be deconvolved. This procedure is especially important
estimates of the scattering coefficients since they are v
sensitive to the short time delay data where, on the stee
rising part of the time-of-flight distributions, relatively larg
experimental errors due to noise are present. To reduce
influence of this high frequency noise, we have used a lo
pass filtering. The filter was constructed from a comparison
the spectrum of the raw data with the expected freque
dependence of the signal spectrum~assuming random walk o
diffusion formulas!.

As an example, a comparison of the time-resolved d
with the filtered and deconvolved TOF distribution is pr
sented in Figure 3~a! for one of the 1216 source–detector ax
positions~patient No. 11,l5670 nm!.

Then curve fitting, based on the Levenberg–Marqua
algorithm,44 was used to approximate the deconvolved curv
with the RWT pathlength distributions in uniform turbid me

Fig. 2 Optical mammographs of patients with tumors (gray scales rep-
resent reciprocal normalized total photon counts at 670 nm). (a) Pa-
tient No. 9, craniocaudal view. (b) Patient No. 11, mediolateral view.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 83
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Fig. 3 Data processing of typical time-resolved intensity distributions.
(a) Deconvolution of raw time resolved data (patient No. 11, l5670
nm, scan position x521.0 cm, y50.5 cm). (b) Curve fitting of the
deconvolved distribution (values ms851.06 mm−1 and ma50.0024
mm−1 obtained).
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dia @Eq. ~2!#. Scattering and absorption coefficients of the
media, the amplitude scale, and time zero~origin of the time
axis! were used as fitting parameters. The curve fit for the
example of Figure 3~a! ~patient No. 11,l5670nm! is shown
in Figure 3~b!.

In this article we do not discuss corrections that may be
required to take into account a so-called ‘‘edge effect’’ due the
decreasing thickness of the compressed breast close to
edges. Several recipes to calculate these corrections were su
gested in the literature.5,6 Both tumors analyzed here, how-
ever, happened to fall into the regions of the two-dimensiona
~2D! scans, in which the breast tissue filled the entire spac
between the glass plates.

The background optical properties of breast tissue and th
time-zero offset were estimated by averaging optical coeffi
cients over more than 100 source–detector positions.

In the next step, a 2D set of time-resolved contrast func
tions was constructed using measured intensity distribution
corrected in the manner described above. The maximum con
trast spot was assumed to be the center of the abnormalit
The shorter time delays provided slightly better spatial reso
lution. Similar estimates of the tumor center position can be
obtained from the integral optical images, presented in Fig
ures 2~a! and 2~b!. Two linear contrast scans, both passing
84 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
s
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through the center of the abnormality, were calculated for d
ferent time delays. This procedure has also been descr
previously.16 Curve fitting of these functions with the theore
ical formula for absorptive contrast@Eq. ~6!# has been used to
smooth the curves, calculate the absorptive component of
contrast, and estimate the lateral size of the inclusion. T
results of the curve fitting are illustrated in Figure 4, whi
contains one of thex-direction linear scans of patient No. 11

The important point is that the current optical mamm
graph used in this set of measurements does not perm
unique estimate of the depth of the abnormality. Independ
scans with different relative source–detector positions that
volve oblique angle source–detector geometry are neede
overcome this limitation.6,17 Some preliminary experimenta
results show that these additional scans do provide infor
tion on the abnormality’s depth.6 However, to estimate the
optical parameters and size of the inclusion from the d
available, an additional assumption about the depth of
abnormality must be made. We assume here that the dep
the tumor isz̄518 mm for patient No. 11~this assumption is
substantiated by the histology findings! and z̄553 mm for
patient No. 9~i.e., the tumor is close to the lower surface
the breast judging from the additional line scans with late
offsets between the source and detector!. In both cases use o
the assumed values forz̄ results in reasonable estimates of t
tumor optical parameters~see below!.

For both patients at both the wavelengths considered
contrast amplitude decreases with an increase in the time
lay, indicating that the tumors show a higher amount of sc
tering compared to surrounding tissue. To estimate the t
delayDt inside the abnormality and the corresponding sc
tering perturbationDms8 from Eq. ~7!, we determined the de
pendency of the contrast amplitude on the time derivative
the PSF. For calculation of these derivatives the time-z
offset that was obtained from analysis of the background
tical properties described above was used. This correc
does not noticeably change the results for the tumor abs
tion coefficient which is determined by contrast functions f
relatively large time delays. Scattering perturbations, wh

Fig. 4 Contrast scan along the x axis through the center of the tumor
[time of flight Dt55 ns, patient No. 11; see Eq. (6)].
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Fig. 5 Dependence of tumor contrast (patient No. 9) on the derivative
of PSF for l5670 and 785 nm [see Eq. (8)].
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are determined from the short time delay data, are expected
be sensitive to the choice of time zero, and this was found to
be the case.

In all cases considered the relationship between contra
amplitude and the PSF derivative proved to be close to linea
for Dt,Dtmax which is in agreement with Eq.~8!. This is
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 for the data obtained from pa
tient Nos. 9 and 11, respectively. In Figure 5, the relationship
between the contrast amplitude and the PSF derivative is pre
sented forl5670 and 785 nm. The smaller slope for the
infrared data, compared to the red data, implies less scatterin
perturbation at the longer wavelength. Figure 6 shows the
variation of the average slope with assumed inclusion depth
z̄, for l5670 nm. The slope, and hence the corresponding
estimate of the scattering perturbation, is not very sensitive t
the estimate ofz̄ ~variation of z̄ in the range of 15–20 mm
results in a change of the slope between615% relative to its
mean value!.

The calculated average slopes of the contrast amplitude a
a function of the PSF derivative, in combination with esti-
mated or assumed dimensions of the tumor, are used to eval
ysis
of
o

t

-

g

,

s

-

ate the scattering perturbation, due to the tumor, accordin
Eqs.~7! and ~8!.

Comparison of the time-resolved contrast amplitudes
relatively large time delaysDt.Dtmax with theoretical ex-
pression~6! provides an estimate of the magnitude of abso
tive perturbation.

Estimated optical parameters of the tumor and the ba
ground tissue are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 for pat
Nos. 9 and 11, respectively. Two major problems were
countered during our analysis of these experimental data.
cause of the large thickness of the breast of patient No. 11
trailing edges of the time-of-flight distributions were not com
pletely recorded atl5785nm, and the results obtained by th
data analysis described above were less accurate than fo
three other cases~patient No. 11,l5670nm and patient No.
9, both wavelengths!. Furthermore, from the short time dela
data of patient No. 9 in contrast to those of patient No. 11
were unable to estimate the size of the tumor, and an a
tional assumption that tumor size isdi526 mm was made.

The next step after calculation of the optical parameters
the tumor and surrounding tissue at different wavelength
evaluation of the blood oxygen saturation and relative blo
volume in malignant and normal tissue, parameters that m
be of some relevance for tumor diagnosis. This can
achieved using the absorption spectra of major chromoph
~oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin45 and water46!, known to be most
important to absorption of red and infrared light in hum
tissue. As was mentioned in Sec. 3, a more strict anal
would require also taking into account the contribution
lipids in breast tissue absorption.

ma~l!5@«HbO2
~l!cHbO2

1«Hb~l!cHb# ln10

1maH2O~l!kH2O1ma, lip~l!k lip . ~9!

Table 1 Tumor parameters (patient No. 9, assumed depth and size
z̄553 mm and di526 mm).

Estimated parameters l5670 nm l5785 nm

ma (background) 0.0032 mm−1 0.0028 mm−1

ms8 (background) 0.94 mm−1 0.83 mm−1

ma (target) 0.0080 mm−1 0.0055 mm−1

ms8 (target) 1.48 mm−1 1.15 mm−1
Fig. 6 Dependence of tumor contrast (patient No. 11) on the deriva-
tive of PSF for assumed tumor depths of z̄515, 18, 20 mm (l5670
nm).
Table 2 Tumor parameters (patient No. 11, assumed depth z̄515
mm, estimated size di523 mm).

Estimated parameters l5670 nm l5785 nm

ma (background) 0.0029 mm−1 0.0024 mm−1

ms8 (background) 1.2 mm−1 1.1 mm−1

ma (target) 0.0071 mm−1 0.0042 mm−1

ms8 (target) 1.76 mm−1 1.6 mm−1
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 85
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Chernomordik et al.
Here «HbO2
and «Hb are the molar extinction coefficients of

oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin,cHbO2
andcHb are the correspond-

ing concentrations,maH2O is the absorption coefficient, and
kH2O is the volume fraction of water in the tissue;ma, lip is the
absorption coefficient andk lip the volume fraction of lipids in
the tissue. The oxygen saturationSO2

is given by

SO2
5cHbO2

/~cHbO2
1cHb!.

In order to estimate the oxygen saturation and relative
blood volume from absorption coefficients determined at only
two wavelengths, we have to assume the volume fraction
kH2O , of water. For the sake of simplicity, we neglect here
lipid absorption in our preliminary estimates since its likely
contribution does not exceed the current uncertainty in the
true volume fraction of water. Only by increasing the number
of wavelengths used to>4 can we really take into account
the contribution of lipids, as well as that of water.

Assuming for nowkH2O530%, we obtained our estimates
of the tumor/tissue oxygenation asSO2

(tumor)50.60 ~patient
No. 9! and 0.47~patient No. 11! and SO2

(tissue)50.67 ~pa-
tient No. 9! and 0.61~patient No. 11!.

It follows that both tumors are hypoxic. Whether this is
generally true for the particular type of tumor~invasive ductal
carcinoma! cannot be deduced because of the limited data
presented here. Furthermore, in both tumors the relative bloo
volume was found to increase by about a factor of 2 in com
parison with surrounding tissue, which can be explained by
increased vascularization.

5 Summary and Future Directions
Four sets ofin vivo time-of-flight measurements~wavelengths
of l5670and 785 nm! on two, tumor-bearing human female
breasts were investigated using the random walk theoretica
methodology previously substantiated by analysis of experi
mental data from several tissue-like phantoms. Assessment
the in vivo data, as expected, proved to be more challenging
than the phantom data. Along with intrinsic complications,
such as inhomogeneity of the normal and malignant breas
tissue, edge effects~not considered here! due to the decrease
in thickness of compressed breasts close to their edges a
limited signal-to-noise ratios as well as the finite width of the
instrumental response function of the clinical device have to
be taken into account.

To sum up the results of this investigation, the time-
resolved contrast functions within the random walk frame-
work were used to estimatein vivo optical parameters of the
tumor and surrounding tissue for two patients with invasive
ductal carcinoma at wavelengths ofl5670 and 785 nm for
the first time. In one case we were able to also evaluate th
dimensions of the tumor. Assuming a relative content of wate
in the tissue of 30%, preliminary estimates of tumor/tissue
oxygenation and the blood volume were made from these da
which showed noticeable de-oxygenation of the tumors rela
tive to the surrounding tissue, combined with a higher volume
of blood. As mentioned above, in the case of patient No. 11
the results are less reliable due to insufficient raw data.

The results reported encouraged us to continue analysis
actual time-resolved measurements of the human breast usi
86 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
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our quantitative method to assess its capability to detect
mors and/or to provide spectroscopically identifiable phy
ological parameters~e.g., oxygenation, density, or water co
tent! of tumors detected by other imaging modalitie
particularly for treatment monitoring in clinical trials.

The optical mammograph used in this study does not al
one to record mammograms in fan geometry. Hence the d
of the abnormality cannot be estimated from the data and
to be assumeda priori or taken from other~surgical! infor-
mation. An upgraded version of the optical mammograph w
enable records of optical mammograms in fan geometry
at three or more wavelengths to provide sufficient informat
for tumor localization and spectroscopy.
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